Take your SEC filings research to the next level

SECPlus Advanced

SECPlus® Advanced from Thomson Reuters is the newest addition to the SEC Compliance product suite on Checkpoint®, building on the strength of its popular SECPlus filings research solution with powerful new search, filtering and document comparison capabilities. SECPlus Advanced lets you search and retrieve filings faster and with greater precision, navigate and filter results on the fly, instantly access related documents, such as comment letters and responses, and run detailed comparisons of documents.

With SECPlus Advanced from Thomson Reuters Checkpoint, you benefit from:

- **Real-time access to SEC filings** – Perform research on all SEC EDGAR filings since 1996, and SEC correspondence since 1998
- **Integration with expert editorial analysis** – Gain insights from our WG&L experts by linking directly from filings to related guidance
- **Custom charting** – Create and compare charts of company financial data for a complete picture
- **Save and schedule searches** – Perform research faster and get email notifications when new disclosures are filed
- **Create and save groups** – Create peer groups to compare, benchmark and evaluate best practices in financial reporting
- **Advanced search capabilities** – New options let you search by forms or exhibits only, market cap, revenue, geography and accountant or auditor, as well as our standard search options, including company name, SIC code and ticker symbol
- **“Words around hits” option** – Search results display your search terms in the context in which they appear
- **Advanced filter options** – Instantly narrow results to find the most relevant filings faster. Once in a document, you can filter your view to a specific section from the Contents tab
- **Search and retrieve individual sections** – Search results can be narrowed to return only specific individual selections instead of full filings, enabling significantly faster document retrieval
- **Document comparison** – Comparison functionality lets you see exactly what changed since prior-period disclosures, or how your disclosures differ from peer companies
- **Links to SEC correspondence and filings** – Comment letters, replies and complete correspondence strings are linked directly to the filings they reference, giving you the whole picture of an issue

The insights you’ll gain from pinpoint research on how your industry peers handle their SEC filing obligations will help you mitigate risk and make the filing process more efficient. Filing financial statement disclosures with the SEC is something you want get right the first time, to prevent complications in the filing process and avoid raising unnecessary flags. Quickly and precisely access the filing examples you need to ensure you are following best practices with SECPlus Advanced.
Advanced Search Options
SECPlus Advanced gives you more search options, including Forms and Exhibits, Base Forms only, Exhibits only, Market Cap, Revenue, Geography and Accountant/Auditor to conduct pinpoint research.

See Search Terms in Context, Filter Results in Real Time
Search results in SECPlus Advanced show keyword hits in context and link directly to the text within filing documents.
The filter panel lets you narrow results instantly without requiring new searches.

Find your local representative on our website at tax.tr.com/my-account